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6. Goethe's Concept of Acting: Reactionary or Progressive?

Goethe moved to Weimar in 1775. His experiences there as a theatre director began soon after with his leadership of a noteworthy amateur group of theatre lovers (the Liebhabertheater), followed by his directorship of the Weimar court theatre from 1791 until 1817, during which time he directed 600 plays in over four thousand performances. Goethe was responsible for all aspects of theatre in Weimar and the neighbouring towns and cities visited by the Ducal company. He hired the actors and approved the repertoire, contributed his own original dramas, prologues, theoretical commentaries, and performance critiques, along with providing translations and adaptations and often designing sets. In short, Goethe was a theatre man of grand proportion. To understand his concept of acting and his contribution to the art and technique of acting in the age, we must first survey developments in eighteenth-century acting technique before Goethe; and then assess Goethe's concept of acting against this background.

Controlled, regulated acting was still in its infancy on German stages when Goethe assumed the directorship at Weimar. Two main streams lay behind: the tradition of improvisation which characterized performances of itinerant troupes until about 1770; and the declamatory style, copied from the French, which held sway in the many court theatres, where foreign troupes were usually engaged. Some of the more ambitious itinerant troupes, such as those of Caroline Neuber and Johann Schönemann, also performed in this style, but they had little guidance in the form of written instructions for actors. The first important milestone in the development of controlled German acting was reached by the Schönemann troupe through the efforts of Conrad Ekhof, one of their number who by 1770 established himself as the premier actor of his time and gained the unofficial title ‘father of German acting.’ He established an academy within the Schönemann troupe which met bi-weekly in 1753-54 to discuss the repertoire and all aspects of performance, in his words ‘die Grammatik der Schauspielkunst [zu] studieren.’ The intention behind Ekhof’s phrase ‘Grammatik der Schauspielkunst’ was to establish a set of guidelines for actors, telling them how to act, in other
words, a set of norms by which professional performance could be measured. Ekhof saw two main dimensions to the actor, both of which must be developed to achieve top performance: the ‘Seelenkräfte’ or ‘spiritual forces’ and ‘die mechanischen Theile der Schauspielkunst.’ These mechanical aspects included things that could be learned: appropriate expression, pose, gesture, position, movement and intonation. Only then should an actor attempt to master the subtleties of the spirit, the ‘Seelenkräfte,’ and many actors never came so far as to approach this dimension. Ekhof was the first German to make a clear distinction between the conventional and the unique in performance, a distinction that would remain basic to all further developments in German acting technique. Until mid-century, actors relied mostly on their innovative talents, which led to originality and uniqueness in performance, but also resulted very often in uncontrolled, individualistic display without conscious reflection on artistic presentation. By stressing the need to begin with the mechanical parts, Ekhof clearly felt that German actors first needed to establish convention before moving to individuality and uniqueness.

We know that the basic guide for academy sessions was Lessing’s translation of Francesco Riccoboni’s *L’art du théâtre* (*Die Schauspielkunst*, 1750), which was a detailed set of instructions for actors, somewhat removed from the French declamatory style. Riccoboni suggests that the essence of good acting lies in the gift of insight or understanding. This alone makes a great actor, and without it nothing more can result than mediocrity. Like Ekhof, Riccoboni advocated a specific sequence for learning to act, with emphasis on movement first, then voice and declamation. Only later should the pupil attempt to add the elusive ‘Einsicht’ or insight, and with it a more sophisticated sense of harmonious performance in relation to the other players, the script and the space.

Lessing was the first to attempt to write a set of acting rules in German. Starting out from Riccoboni’s *L’art du théâtre* he began to write an instruction book in 1754 which promised to cover the complete fundamentals of physical eloquence (‘die Grundsätze der ganzen körperlichen Beredsamkeit’), including body movement, gestures, voice tones, posture and position. This ambitious promise went unfulfilled as the work remained a twenty-page fragment with no direct effect on the actors Lessing so wished to assist. Still, Lessing communicated the ideas during his active participation in the Hamburg Entreprise of 1767-68 (the first attempt to create a self-supporting public theatre in German territory), and although he was convinced of the need for a guidebook in basic technique and systematic direction, from his reading and translation of Diderot he also nurtured the notion of an actor’s freedom on stage: ‘Some parts of the performance one must leave almost entirely up
Movement and gesture could indeed be mastered through systematic direction and practice, but no system of rules could replace innovative genius. Still, like Ekhof, Lessing thought that the development of uniform acting conventions had to come first. The last article of the Dramaturgie concludes: 'We have actors, but no professional art of acting ... there is a lot of prattle in various languages about what this is, but when it comes to a well-known, clear, precise set of rules according to which an actor's weakness or strength can be measured, then I could hardly think of two or three.' Lessing doesn't indicate which he is thinking of, but certainly none of them was German.

One of the few contemporaries who thought little of Ekhof's acting or approach, or of Lessing's belief in rules, was Friedrich Ludwig Schröder. Although Ekhof is called the father of German acting, Schröder rivalled him in renown, but for entirely different reasons. He was stunning in improvisation and acrobatics, and showed pure innovative comic genius. He thought Ekhof stiff and talentless and often mocked his serious approach, and when Schröder's troupe principal Ackermann eagerly grabbed the opportunity to play in the Hamburg Nationaltheater in 1767, Schröder refused to go, preferring instead to join Joseph von Kurz of Vienna on tour. Schröder and Kurz were kindred spirits, perhaps the last of the century's great improvisational talents. Schröder insisted that freedom, not restriction, was the essence of effective acting, as he expresses here:

You do well to reject out of hand the imitative, aping art of copying. One independent step is worth more than limping for miles on borrowed crutches. The art of acting is very devalued if one conceives of it simply within terms of imitating extant examples. At most one admires the effort of the copier, but only those can lay claim to the name artist who create their own forms (Gebilde) freely from the fullness of their fantasy. An actor is not an antiquarian who takes figures from the past and reproduces them!

Central to Schröder's concept of the actor as artist is the ability to create through fantasy and intuitive genius instead of slavishly copying models and adhering to prescribed technique. While Ekhof and Lessing may well have agreed with that, unlike Schröder they were not willing to take the risk he accepts by encouraging the actor first and foremost to create something new each time he performs. This was of course common in the extemporized theatre tradition which retained Schröder's allegiance, but by the seventies and eighties, with complete texts forming the basis of most performances, such freedom was more difficult to maintain. Still, even within this mode, Schröder defended his position, and despite his
own evolution toward text-based performance, he tirelessly insisted on the primacy of the actor:

The actor must even overcome the poet, and the greater that poet, the more difficult the struggle, the more glorious the victory. Woe be it for art if audiences say on their way home: 'How beautiful the sets were, how magnificent the costumes!' Woe to the actor if, instead of leaving the theatre in silence with tears in their eyes or a smile on their lips, the audience says: 'The play is beautifully written!' Then they have attended a reading society, [not a theatrical performance].

What counts for Schröder, what counts for true theatre, is not costume, not props, not scenery, not text; what counts, the only thing that counts, is the actor's ability to move the audience. How he does it is irrelevant. Failure to do it is fatal. The position is extreme, but in the face of a coming wave of fashion in the opposite direction, understandable.

From about 1770, we must mark an important change in the theatre scene which would alter its direction completely and have an enormous effect on acting. Permanent public theatres were founded in virtually every major German city, with fixed companies of professional actors who were subject to precise direction, who acted according to written, usually published scripts and texts, who were fined for ignoring or abusing regulations, and who finally had to answer not only to the director but to the state censor as well. This was a complete change from the previous decades of itinerant troupes who enjoyed enormous freedom to improvise, often acted from scant scenarios, had little or no direction and few controls over their performance. The result was a sudden change in the profession of acting, and at the same time a virtual flood of guidebooks on how to act. Between 1770 and 1818 at least two dozen guides for German actors and orators appeared, the most important without question Johann Jakob Engel's *Ideen zu einer Mimik*, first published in 1785, reprinted many times thereafter, and translated into several languages. Engel's work was a conscious response to Ekhof's and Lessing's plea for a standard guide and became an authoritative document. It is a weighty and thorough compendium of rules for actors, two volumes of precise directions with many illustrations on all aspects of acting technique. Engel's work is guided by one fundamental principle:

*Imitation, or representation, of Nature ... is an insufficient principle in itself. Nature achieves perfection in many areas which art can only grasp carefully and*
represent truthfully. But many things in Nature do not reach the degree of perfection they should, even with her best efforts. It is then art's duty, by observing as closely as possible, and by following principles drawn from these observations, to improve upon Nature's errors, to correct what is wrong.Engel's goal for actors was to depict not just nature but idealized nature and harmony. In describing how this is to be accomplished he uses the words 'instinct' and 'genius' ('Instinct' and 'Genie'), but to these he adds 'the precisely formulated rule' ('die deutlich gedachte Regel') and, like his forerunners Ekhof and Lessing, it is on these rules of acting that Engel in the end lays most emphasis.

In Weimar, Goethe was very much aware of his forerunners. He refined his own ideas through active involvement with the amateur theatre group (Liebhabertheater) and then as director of the court theatre. With the Liebhabertheater, Goethe encouraged a good deal of extemporization, particularly in comedy. In their repertoire we see that some entire evenings were given over to extemporized performance, but as time wore on Goethe became more and more wary of such freedom and at the end of the century, in thoughts produced with Schiller which he subsequently entitled 'On dilettantism' ('Über den Dilettantismus,' 1799) Goethe says, 'The dilettant is to art as the bungler to craftsmanship. A prerequisite for art is that it is learned by rules and practiced according to laws.' Goethe always retained a healthy respect for extemporized play in acting, but such licence was gradually reduced to virtual insignificance in his later career.

Goethe's own set of rules, in so far as he collected them in one place, are his Regeln für Schauspieler (Rules for Actors, 1803; first published 1824). He referred to this collection as a grammar ('Grammatik') for actors, the same term Ekhof had used. These rules followed fast on the heels of a prescriptive volume for actors by his colleague Friedrich Einsiedel, Guidelines for a Theory of Acting (1797), to whose genesis Goethe had contributed considerably. Einsiedel characterized his book as 'merely a draft plan of a more complete structure' ('bloß Skizzen zu dem Plane eines ... vollständigeren Gebäudes,'), but he never produced a further version. Goethe's Regeln can be seen as the next step, but the ninety-one brief sub-sections and many detailed instructions on aspects of gesture, movement, voice and delivery which comprise the work, are not an extensive grammar for actors to compare with Engel's or other predecessors. Goethe's actors, as most of their contemporaries, continued to rely heavily on the guides in existence by 1790, and Goethe's own belief in the importance of strict rules to guide performance is reflected in this comment on his star pupil Pius Alexander Wolff: 'How he acted! How
reliable he was! How secure! - It was impossible for me to detect even a sign of offence against the rules I had implanted in him. But beyond the details of individual acting technique, Goethe’s predominant emphasis was on harmonious beauty, which was to be projected by the entire cast. This emphasis is clear in the Regeln, it is different from much that had gone before, and it is important for an understanding of his concept of acting.

Several sections of the Regeln illustrate this underlying philosophy. In the section ‘Position and Motion on Stage’ (‘Stellung und Bewegung des Körpers auf der Bühne’) we see that the sense of harmony begins with the individual player:

The actor should first remember that he should not only imitate Nature, but should represent it as an ideal, and so he must combine truth with beauty in his presentation. Hence, every part of the body should be under his control so that he can use every limb freely, harmoniously and with grace for the expression intended.

Despite the fact that Goethe insisted repeatedly that nature was the primary guide, the desired effect of harmonious, idealized truth was in a sense really the same as advocating artificiality. As he goes on, Goethe’s idea of theatre seems equivalent to the living depiction of a beautiful painting:

The theatre should be seen as a tableau without figures, which the actors by their presence bring to life.... Therefore actors should never play too closely to the wings, neither should they enter the proscenium area. This is the greatest transgression, for the figure then steps out of the space in which she contributes with the other actors in the set to a unified whole.

In the original, Goethe speaks of a ‘Tableau ... worin der Schauspieler die Staffage macht.’ The word ‘Staffage’ can mean ‘accessories’ or ‘decoration,’ but in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, it was used usually in connection with painting to mean a group of humans or animals whose presence effectively brought the scene to life in a plastic work. Goethe’s concept of acting is strongly visual; it puts the harmonious ideal whole before the actors’ individual authority and impact. In his Proserpina essay, Goethe went so far as to say that the movements of the body ‘should remind us of the dignity of sculpture.’ Einsiedel’s Guidelines for Acting, on which Goethe had collaborated, repeatedly invokes such concepts as ‘the theatrical transformation of the poet’s
images into statues, 'analogies from the plastic arts' and 'mimic-pictorial depictions.' Often in Goethe's *Regeln* this static approach is reinforced.

We are reminded of ideas Goethe had shared with Wilhelm von Humboldt just a few years earlier, as expressed in Humboldt's letter 'On the present French stage,' (1799) which Goethe published as an essay in his *Propyläen*. Humboldt there singled out for admiration the 'malerische Gestalt' of the Parisian actor François Joseph Talma, claiming 'Whether he be sitting, standing or kneeling, the painter will always be interested in studying his poses.' Even in movement, claims Humboldt, the French actors maintained this pictorial quality: 'In gestures French actors ... are more pictorial (mehr malend), than Germans who use almost exclusively expressive gestures....' The term 'expressive gestures' ('ausdruckende Gebehrden') was part of the standard contemporary terminology to describe gestures, which could be indicative ('zeigend'), imitative ('nachahmend') or expressive ('ausdrückend'). Humboldt, and by extension Goethe, criticized German actors for not going beyond the use of expressive gestures, but these were commonly understood until then to be the highest form of gestural expression.

In the *Regeln*, Goethe goes beyond that, repeatedly using the term 'mahlende Gebährde' (pictorial gesture), as in these examples: 'The pictorial gesture with the hands must be made rarely, but should not be ignored completely' ('Die mahlende Gebährde mit den Händen darf selten gemacht werden, doch auch nicht ganz unterlassen bleiben;') and 'It must be depicted as if it were not being done intentionally' ('Es muß gemahlt werden, doch so, als wenn es nicht absichtlich geschah;') and a specific example relating to Schiller's *Braut von Messina*: 'When the actor says "I" at this point, he can properly point to his breast with a pictorial gesture of the hand' ('Hier kann das erste Ich füglich mit der mahlenden Gebärde durch Bewegung der Hand gegen die Brust bezeichnet werden.')

Goethe also advocates in the *Regeln* that entire series of gestures be arranged with specific regard to pictorial quality. In one section he writes, 'The actor on the right must act with his left hand, and vice versa, the actor on the left must act with his right, so that the chest is obscured as little as possible by the arm.' In insisting that actors stage right use their left hands to act, Goethe goes completely against the grain of eighteenth-century acting technique which insisted that first and foremost the right hand be used for gestures. Clearly, Goethe was more concerned about the harmonious visual balance, the pictorial equilibrium on stage, than this tradition. Humboldt and Goethe are saying that there is an even higher level of gesture than the 'expressive,' that is, the 'malerische Geste' which transcends the play itself to become a lingering static image. This was indeed a new direction and even a new dimension.
in German acting. Some modern critics have translated Goethe's repeated use of the word 'malerisch' simply as 'descriptive.' I believe that this is an insufficient translation which severely limits our understanding of the dimensions of the term.34

Was Goethe's concept of acting reactionary or progressive? Goethe was certainly not a reactionary. He gave full credit to, and learned much from, the strengths of the early itinerant companies, especially their talent to improvise. Like Schröder, he cherished the notion of uniqueness in performance, though Goethe would not give the free rein that Schröder did to his actors. Goethe further assumed from his predecessors in acting theory the notion of idealized nature, and also his belief in the necessity of explicit rules for actors. His own attempt to write a set of rules shows how much he was indebted to earlier tries. He was not reactionary, for he weighed, absorbed and used the strengths of the acting tradition before him. But was he progressive? This question is much more difficult to answer. There is no doubt that Goethe's overriding emphasis on harmony and visual coherence produced in Weimar unique accomplishments in German acting and theatre. But at the same time Goethe's style reminds us of Schröder's horror at the thought of theatre-goers praising the text, costumes and scenery, not the actors or the play. Indeed, whether the conversion of drama, an essentially active art form, to the realm of pictorial art, an essentially static one, is progressive, is something that many a play-goer might wish to question.

DAVID G. JOHN
University of Waterloo
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